
supernatural vocals pop literate thoughts as playful rock
drops over dreamy doldrums. As for Adonis…Aphrodite
can keep the prick. PATRICK JAMES 

Mr. Lif
Mo’ Mega
Def Jux
Def Jukie Mr. Lif’s last album, 2002’s

impressive I Phantom, was a well-received underground
gem ending with the Boston emcee’s own version of the
world’s dismal demise. Follow-up Mo’ Mega’s dark,
murky beats sound like the day after tomorrow–a post-
apocalyptic, politically corrupt world with Lif cast as
truth-seeking visionary. Though this is far from EL-P’s
finest batch of instrumentals, Lif’s nasal delivery and
smart lyrics shine over hard hitting drums and ’88 style
breakbeats, with Murs and Edan helping out on the
standout, “Murs Iz My Manager.” TUNGI BALOGAN

Mission of Burma
The Obliterati
Matador 
This album makes me angry. How the hell

do these 40-something Massholes rock with the
urgency of Fugazi and the intelligence of Gang of Four
(not just the basslines)? And where do these guys get off
taking a 19-year hiatus (until OnOffOn) only to return
like Lazarus with a volume fetish? Should I just sit here
while they assault me with the molten lead density of
their riffage and their mastery of studio subtlety? Wasn’t
rock supposed to be shallow and referential? On second
thought, this album makes me livid. SAM ROUDMAN

Helvetia
The Clever North Wind
Up
Labels like “space rock,” “psychedelia,”

and—heavens—“prog” will be passed around, but The
Clever North Wind is as sky-blue, everyday Planet Earth
as its eponymous title character. A sort of fallout band
from the remains of Duster, Helvetia work songs of the
loosest constructions, with sound designs trumping
formal compositions enough to make you woozy on
“Dusty Rue” and “Dead Hands.” It’s a strange exercise,
listening to music that makes you feel like you’re
drowning in cotton. COLIN FLEMING

Lou Rawls
The Best of Lou Rawls:
You’ll Never Find Another
Capitol/EMI

More Barry White than James Brown, Rawls emerged
in the ’60s as a gospel-influenced soul singer and
evolved into a silky-smooth crooner. Early tracks pro-
vide excellent examples of “raps,” in which he shoots
forth vintage jive at a machine-gun pace, and the David
Axelrod-produced work—expansive arrangements

are mediocre, but the anti-mainstream talking points
are all recycled. K.noweldge R.eigns S.upreme, but
idealism  doesn’t. SAM ROUDMAN

Be Your Own Pet
Be Your Own Pet
Ecstatic Peace/Universal
The Nashville teenagers known as Be

Your Own Pet were labeled the potential saviors of
(authentic) punk before they’d even had an album,
much less a driver’s license. On their highly anticipated
self-titled debut, they meet the hype with 15 short and
snotty songs. Highlighting the tracks are frontgirl
Jemina Pearl’s X-rated middle school poetry lyrics:
“I’m an independent mutha-fucker/And I’m here to
take your money/I’m wicked rad and I’m here to steal
away your virginity.” Anarchy in the (Music City,)
U.S.A.!  DAN FRAZIER

Mia Doi Todd
La Ninja:Amor and Other
Dreams of Manzanita
Plug Research

When you go to a desert spa resort for the weekend,
they pump soothing new age music in the background
of your morning mud bath and afternoon massage. La
Ninja must be what they put on at night, when it’s time
to let loose and have an herbal ginseng martini or two.
This remix collection combines Todd’s haunting voice
and simple acoustic melodies with electronic beats and
ambient sounds, all of which result in an awkward chill-
out album for those who need to get in touch with their
inner chi. TODD BERGER

Brightblack Morning Light
Brightblack Morning Light
Matador
If a tree falls in the forest and two hippies

from Alabama hollow it out to make a studio where they
live amongst nature and make beautiful space-folk free-
jazz dub-jams, does that mean they’re unsound? Well,
duh, but when the music is this good, who cares? This is
what it sounds like when a dream leaves your head and
gets stuck in the leathered and feathered handiwork
hanging over your bed: visceral, trippy and gorgeous.
Shaman-tastic! PAT MCGUIRE

Persephone’s Bees
Notes from the Underworld
Columbia
Silly Adonis, opting to cavort with

Aphrodite over Persephone.What a dolt. Perseph’s stingy
minions are creating plenty of buzz around the under-
world, attracting the attention of male DJ’s right and left
with an album that begs to be remixed. Still, Notes just
might be a sweet (and strange) enough libation to be
served without a mixer. Russian singer Angelina Moysov’s
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